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The history of popular music hiccuped last night, suffered some acid reflux and then rolled right
along. A young would-be singer named Tim Urban (such a waste of heroic
moniker) did his rendition of the Leonard Cohen classic (Ala Jeff Buckley)
Hallelujah on American Idol. The performance was nice. It was sweet.
The Urban boy reminded me of puppies and flowers and a girl who
smelled like Wrigley’s Juicy Fruit. I couldn’t help thinking at the time “Jeff
Buckley walked into a river so you could sing that song in such a pretty
way.”  Music is a subjective issue for each listener and I’m sure millions of
people around the country thoroughly enjoyed the song as sung by Urban.
I’ve made the point on this blog many times, but I like human emotion and
serrated edges in my music. Listening to Buckley’s Grace just now, I can
hear all the pain and humanity, soaring from hope to despair within a few

bars. Who am I to criticize Tim Urban, though? Fine singer, genuinely likable entertainer. He’ll win it
all on Idol and never have to do one of those nasty old songs about things that people care about
again.

Riding as a passenger across Ohio the other day, I spent quite a bit of time trying to make the radio
scan in a station that played something other than easy listening music. The term is somewhat
repulsive to me. Like many things in life, easy equals cheap, tawdry, not-so-much worth pursuing.
Easy listening, soft, readily digestible popular tunes. Music you don’t have to pay attention to. I’ll
always refer to comedian George Carlin’s imaginary radio station, Wonderful WINO (“We’ve got
the new songs, the old songs, the greatest music in town…but we never play it!”). Scanning through
the stations on the car radio the other day, we hit upon Iron Man. I’m not a big Sabbath fan (I saw
them once with Ronnie James Dio. Freaking Scary. The kids ripped out the seats in the theater and
threw them at the stage when they got through whipping each other with them). At least the song had
heart and the driver and I kind of just looked at each other and shrugged.

I’ve often thought over the years about finding some financial backers and starting a chain of over-
priced hamburger restaurants called The Soft Rock Cafe. On the walls there would be strategically
placed easy listening popular music memorabilia. Maybe dioramas featuring Karen Carpenter’s
autographed Ipecac bottles (“We’ve Only Just Begun, Love K…blehhhhhh”).  Nice, sedate live
performances by up and coming easy listening stars (before drugs and std’s consume them) like
Tim Urban, or Jessie McCarthy (“I love your beautiful face!  Oh who am I kidding? Let me see if
there’s anything left in those old Ipecac bottles) would be the norm.  Who knows, maybe Kelly
Clarkson could just swim around in a glass tank as I caution parents to keep their kids from looking
directly into the eye of the great, angry beast. Alas, as I said, music is subjective. Who am I to
criticize? Here’s some Lou Reed I used to dig before I got old.
[youtube]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGpkoctRSHs[/youtube]
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